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 Filling the herb chamber: Slide the glass tube outwards to 

release the herb chamber. Fill the chamber. Tightly packed 

chamber reduces performance. If you don’t want to fill the 

chamber completely, you can adjust the depth of the chamber 

by sliding the cooling unit in the glass tube. The cooling unit 

slides inside the chamber as much as you wish. When the 

chamber is placed back on the heating element, press down 

the glass tube for a good contact with the chamber.   

 Start the heating: Place your finger on the boost button 

and hold for a second (top button on the lighter coloured 

wood). Apollo will vibrate and red LED activates to signal it 

woke up from sleep mode and is ready for the turn on gesture.  

Lift up your finger and swipe upwards from the bottom of 

touch sense area. Apollo will turn on and starts to heat up. 2 

LEDs will be active during the heat up period and once the 

vape is ready the second led will turn off.  

  



  

 Power level adjustment: After heat up is done, you can 

adjust the power level by swiping upwards or downwards. 

Apollo will signal the chosen level from 1 to 10 by vibrations 

and flashing of leds. Level 4 is recommended for most user.  

 Boost: Whenever you wish to have instant high power, just 

hold the boost. Boost keeps the vape in optimal temperature 

when the user is inhaling and more energy is needed. But be 

careful, too much boost can lead to combustion of the 

material, you will learn the correct way quickly. Especially 

when the maximum boost setting is used, it can be easily 

overdone. 

Turn off: just press the boost button 5 times within 2 seconds 

and the vape will turn off.  Removing the battery cap naturally 

also turns off the vaporizer 

Adjusting the boost power/HerbSense: Wake up the 

device by holding boost. Lift up your finger, swipe downwards 

4 times within 2 seconds, and all 3 leds will be active. Now you 

can press a button to choose the power level for boost: 

bottom button = Low Power, middle button Max power, Boost 

button = default level. After 10 seconds the vaporizer assumes 

you didn’t want to change the boost power and flashes and 

vibrates once to signal that time passed and now you can 

enable(default) or disable the HerbSense feature. 

Bottom button disables, middle button enables HerbSense. 

(HerbSense reduces power level according to an algorithm 

when the user doesn’t boost for sometime, and helps to 

prevent baking of herbs during relaxed sessions.Disabling 

feature makes Apollo 100% manually controllable for the fans 

of full control. 

 



  

Adjusting of heat up period: The temperature in the 

beginning of a session is determined by the time of heat up 

period, power level adjustment doesn’t have any effect on 

heat up temperature.  It can be changed easily.  Have a 

stopwatch ready to measure the time elapsed. Activate the 

adjustment mode by holding boost, lift up the finger and swipe 

downwards 4 times. All 3 lights will be active. Start the 

stopwatch same time, and once the correct time has passed 

just hold the boost button, and the vaporizer will save the new 

time.  

Battery level: When you insert the batteries, the 3 leds will 

show the battery level according to the table below. 

 

 

Caution: The herb chamber is made of stainless steel 

and it is very hot during and after a session. Be careful! 

 

For more information, tips, and troubleshooting please visit 

www.venusvaporizers.com/blogs/extended-manual/apollo 

 

Wishing You pleasant vapors! 

www.venusvaporizers.com 

http://www.venusvaporizers.com/blogs/extended-manual/apollo

